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LEARNING TO IDENTIFY EMOTIONAL VOICES 
LUE SHEN 
ABSTRACT 
 Reduced abilities in talker identification are observed when listeners are presented 
with the voices of familiar talkers while in an unfamiliar emotional tone. Despite the 
acoustic variations caused by different emotional states, listeners tend to demonstrate 
extraordinary abilities in matching the voices to their corresponding talkers, which 
suggests their perceptual constancies of voice-identity correspondence. However, the 
distinctive acoustic-perceptual correlates contributing to the formation of perceptual 
constancy have been rarely studied from the aspect of within-talker variability (i.e., how 
do listeners know they are hearing the same talkers when many of the key acoustic 
features of their voices are inconsistent across different contexts?). This study 
investigated the influence of variation in the emotional tone of voice on listeners’ abilities 
for talker identification. We explicitly trained our participants with five voices in an 
emotional state and tested their generalization abilities in talker identification by 
presenting them with the same talkers’ voices in the trained emotional state and the other 
untrained emotional state. Our results showed that listeners were more accurate when 
they were presented with trained emotional states than untrained emotional states. The 
improved accuracy supported that listeners benefitted from their early experience with 
the voices across multiple contexts to form their constant perceptual representations of 
voice identities. We also observed a significant correlation between the difference of 
mean fundamental frequency (f0) and accuracy, suggesting the differences of mean f0 
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  Voices play an important role in social communication. Serving as the carrier of 
speech, voices support the exchange of linguistic information. Simultaneously, a wealth 
of paralinguistic or indexical information, including the talker’s body size, age, sex, 
emotional state, and regional accent, is transmitted via voices (Mullennix et al., 2002). 
Listeners benefit from talker-specific indexical information to identify whom they are 
talking with. Depending on the specific context, talkers can flexibly modulate their voices 
to adjust their communicative needs. For instance, elevated pitch and exaggerated 
articulation are observed during child-directed speech (Burnham et al. 2002). To express 
arousal emotions like anger and joy, talkers are also observed to increase their vocal pitch 
and loudness (Sobin & Alpert, 1999). 
Despite the acoustic variability of human voices, listeners remain accurate at 
recognizing different voices. Studies with different experimental designs consistently 
demonstrate listeners’ above-chance performance in talker identification (e.g., Lavan et 
al., 2019a; Perrachione et al., 2011). The ability to maintain accuracy at identifying 
different talkers based on their voices even across different utterances or contexts 
suggests that there may be stable perceptual representations of voice identity (Latinus & 
Belin, 2011). However, variations in the acoustic inputs have also been shown to have 
negative effects on listeners’ accuracy in differentiating voices (e.g., Narayan et al., 2017; 
Saslove & Yarmey, 1980). Narayan et al. (2017) observed that listeners demonstrated 
reduced abilities in talker discrimination given word pairs differing in their degrees of 




ability in voice recognition was also observed in the context of different types of 
vocalization (e.g., laughter vs. spoken sentence) (e.g., Lavan et al., 2016; Reich & Duke, 
1979). Emotional state is an important aspect of indexical information, which can be 
conveyed by variable voices. Since no talker can produce the same sounds twice even for 
the same emotional state, how will variations in vocal expression of emotional states 
affect listeners’ abilities in talker identification? Using a voice lineup, Saslove and 
Yarmey (1980) observed listeners’ abilities in talker identification were dropped to 
chance level when they were presented with voices varying in emotional states, whereas 
Read and Craik (1995) failed to observe a similar negative effect in their study. 
Furthermore, given the acoustic complexity of voices, during talker identification, 
listeners need to overcome irrelevant within-talker variability in parallel with 
differentiating distinctive between-talker variability (Lavan et al., 2019b). It remains 
unclear about how listeners cope with within-talker variability, as voice-identity 
processing to date has primarily been studied from the perspective of between-talker 
variability. How do listeners form perceptual constancy for voices and generalize their 
talker-specific knowledge across different speech contexts to support their identification? 
To address these research gaps, this study investigates how variation in the emotional 
tone of voice affects listeners’ ability in talker identification. 
The fact that listeners can identify different talkers based on their voices tends to 
indicate that there are consistent perceptual differences among those voices, which may 
be related to the distinctive physical structures involved in the speech production process 




based on a coordinated anatomical apparatus, including the lungs and vocal folds, which 
generates and modulates the acoustic energy for speech sounds, followed by the supra-
laryngeal structures (e.g., tongue, lips, nasal cavity), which further shape the sound 
energy by modulating the resonance frequencies through articulation. The acoustic 
representations resulting from the varied movement patterns of the vocal folds and vocal 
tract have been consistently thought to encode the distinctive acoustic-perceptual cues for 
talker identification (e.g., Latinus et al., 2013; Lavner et al., 2001). Using vowel 
segments, Bachorowski and Owren (1995) found that fundamental frequency (f0) and 
formant frequency were supportive of listeners' identification of talkers’ indexical 
information like age and sex due to their correlations to the talkers’ larynx size and body 
size. Consistently, in a later study done by Baumann and Belin (2008), the laryngeal and 
vocal tract cues of voice production including f0, formant dispersion (i.e., the difference 
between successive formants), voice quality, amplitude, and speech rate were revealed to 
contribute to the process of talker identification. Converging evidence also indicates that 
the vocal source and filter features were important as the perceptual cues to recognize 
different emotional states (e.g., Scherer, 1986; Scherer et al., 2001). However, our current 
knowledge about the acoustics of vocal expression of emotional state was primarily 
studied from the aspect of between-talker variability. These studies were focused on the 
factors supporting listeners to perceive and distinguish individual voices. It remains 
under-researched about how listeners cope with within-talker variability in different 
contexts (i.e., how do listeners know they are hearing the same talkers when many of the 




particular, what kind of acoustic cues will support listeners’ abilities to identify familiar 
talkers when these talkers are speaking in other unfamiliar emotional states, which are 
themselves conveyed by modulating many of the same acoustic cues as those 
distinguishing different talkers? Additionally, most of the studies used highly controlled 
or synthetic auditory stimuli, which can hardly demonstrate the normal acoustic variation 
in each talker in every-day life. Using highly controlled stimuli such as single vowels 
may also fail to provide listeners with enough voice exposure, so important ecological 
information about a voice may be excluded (Lavan et al., 2019b).  
To answer how listeners overcome within-talker variability during talker 
identification, we need to first understand how they form perceptual constancy for voice-
identity correspondence. Lavan et al. (2019b) proposed that listeners form long-lasting 
perceptual representations of voice identities based on their exposure to the voices under 
different contexts. When comprehensive representations are formed, listeners tend to be 
able to generalize the learned knowledge to other new contexts. Therefore, even if the 
talker speaks in an unfamiliar emotional tone, listeners will still be able to recognize the 
voice given their stable representations of the voice identity. In another paper, Lavan and 
her colleagues (2019a) conducted a voice sorting task to explicitly investigate how 
within-talker variability affects listeners’ ability in talker identification. In their 
experiment, listeners were asked to classify the voices they heard from a series of 
selected audio clips into the corresponding identities. The voices were produced by two 
different actors under multiple contexts, which were varied in terms of the speaking 




the television show from which the voice clips were obtained. For those listeners who 
were familiar with the show, they were predicted to demonstrate higher accuracy in talker 
identification. As a result, all listeners were observed to demonstrate reduced ability in 
talker identification because of the within-talker variabilities in the voices. Consistent 
with the prediction, those listeners who were familiar with the show were more accurate 
at identifying the voices, including “hearing past” within-talker variability to correctly 
classify the same voice speaking in different contexts or states. This study supported the 
hypothesis that listeners benefit from their experience with the voices to generalize their 
knowledge across different contexts.  
The advantage of the familiarity of talker identification has also been extensively 
observed from the other studies investigating the effect of variation in linguistic 
information on listeners’ sensitivity in voice differences (e.g., Goggin et al., 1991; 
Perrachione et al., 2011). For instance, Perrachione et al. (2011) observed listeners’ 
enhanced abilities in talker identification when the auditory stimuli were presented in 
their native language as compared with the stimuli presented in a language that they have 
little knowledge of. Even short exposures with the voices, such as an explicit learning 
session before the experiment, has been shown as an effective way to remediate the 
detrimental effect caused by different speech content on voice-identity processing 
(Perrachione & Wong, 2007). Will other aspects of within-talker variability, such as 
emotional state, be similarly informative for the process of voice-identity learning? It has 
been hypothesized that exposure to variable emotional states might also support listeners’ 





To further our understanding of the underlying mechanism of voice-identity 
processing, this study investigates the influence of variation in the emotional tone of 
voice on listeners’ abilities for talker identification. To ascertain the acoustic-perceptual 
correlates of vocal expression of emotional states from the aspect of within-talker 
variability, we conducted a series of acoustic measurements related to features of both the 
vocal source and filter (i.e., f0 mean and variation, jitter, harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), 
speech rate, vowel formant frequencies, and vocal tract length), as prior literature has 
shown the contribution of these features to the perception of emotional states (e.g., Banse 
& Scherer, 1996; Patel et al., 2010). Additionally, to investigate whether learning 
experiences in one emotional state will generalize to support listeners’ abilities to identify 
the same talkers speaking in different emotional states, our experiment consisted of a 
training phase in one emotion, followed by a testing phase in two emotions. During the 
training phase, listeners learned to explicitly identify five voices speaking under one of 
the emotional contexts (i.e., angry, fearful, neutral). To test their generalization abilities, 
listeners were subsequently asked to identify those voices speaking sentences presented 
in both the trained and the other untrained emotional states. For instance, a listener may 
be trained on the angry tone and then be tested on angry and fearful tones. Finally, given 
the significant correlation between vocal source features and vocal expression of 
emotional states (Sundberg et al., 2011), we calculated the difference of mean f0 between 
training and testing phases to investigate how do listeners map the variable acoustic 




angry, fearful, and neutral tones of voices would be quantitatively differentiated based on 
the acoustic correlates related to the vocal source and filter characteristics; 2) listeners 
would demonstrate reduced accuracy in their untrained emotional state, compared to their 
accuracy in the trained emotion state; 3) the accuracy of talker identification would be 
lower when the difference of mean f0 was greater, as the increased value of the difference 
of mean f0 was hypothesized to indicate the trained and tested voices are acoustically 






Native speakers of American English (N = 48) were recruited from the local 
university community, including 17 males and 31 females. The average age of these 
participants was 20.9 years old, the age range was between 18 to 31 years old. All of the 
participants were provided with an informed, written consent form overseen by the 
Institutional Review Board at Northwestern University (where the listening data were 
collected). Based on their self-report, all participants were free from speech, language, or 
hearing disorders.  
Stimuli 
Stimuli consisted of ten sentences selected from List 2 from the “Harvard 
Sentences” (IEEE, 1969). Ten undergraduates who majored in drama from Northwestern 
University were recruited. They were asked to read the selected sentences and to convey 
the three emotional states (i.e., angry, fearful, neutral) while reading them. All of the 
talkers were young male adults. They are native American English speakers with a 
homogeneous regional dialect.  
All of the sentences were recorded in an acoustic chamber via Shure SM58 
microphone and SoundBlaster Audigy NX sound card, sampled at 22.05kHz and RMS 
amplitude normalized for presentation at 65dB SPL. The duration of each sentence 
spoken in angry, fearful, or neutral voice was similar (M ± SD; angry: 2.44 ± 0.38s, 
fearful: 2.15 ± 0.38s, neutral: 2.47 ± 0.38s). All sentences were recorded several times 




English to ensure the sound quality of the recordings as well as the emotional states being 
conveyed were accessible and convincing. 
Procedure 
The experiment consisted of two sections, and each section contained a training 
phase and a testing phase. During the training phase, participants learned to identify five 
different voices under one of the three emotional states (i.e., angry, fearful, neutral). 
During the testing phase, they were asked to identify these voices under the trained 
emotion and one of the two untrained emotions. During the second section, the trained 
emotion and untrained emotion were reversed, and participants completed the same 
experimental procedure with five new voices. They learned the new voices under one 
emotion and were tested under the trained emotion and the other untrained emotion. For 
instance, a participant learned five voices (Talker A to Talker E) in an angry tone of 
voice and was then tested in angry and neutral tones of voices during his first section of 
the experiment. During his second section, this participant learned five new voices 
(Talker F to Talker J) in a neutral tone of voice and was tested in angry and neutral tones 
of voices. Based on this experiment design (shown in Table 1), the pairing of the 
emotions either being trained or tested, as well as the talkers’ voices and the emotional 
states, were fully counterbalanced across all participants. 
Stimuli were presented at a comfortable listening level (~65 dB SPL) via 
circumaural headphones in a sound-attenuated booth, and stimulus delivery was 





Participant group Training voices Training emotion Testing emotion 
Group 1 
A, B, C, D, E Neutral Angry, Neutral 
F, G, H, I, J Angry Angry, Neutral 
Group 2 
F, G, H, I, J Neutral Angry, Neutral 
A, B, C, D, E Angry Angry, Neutral 
Group 3 
A, B, C, D, E Neutral Fearful, Neutral 
F, G, H, I, J Fearful Fearful, Neutral 
Group 4 
F, G, H, I, J Neutral Fearful, Neutral 
A, B, C, D, E Fearful Fearful, Neutral 
Group 5 
A, B, C, D, E Fearful Angry, Fearful 
F, G, H, I, J Angry Angry, Fearful 
Group 6 
F, G, H, I, J Fearful Angry, Fearful 
A, B, C, D, E Angry Angry, Fearful 
Table 1. Experiment Design 
The training phases consisted of five passive familiarization blocks and five 
active practice blocks, which were alternating one after the other. This design has been 
considered effective to improve participants' performance in perceptual learning (Wright 
et al., 2010). For each pair of passive and active learning blocks, a different sentence 
spoken by the same five voices would be used. Participants started with a passive 
learning block and then enter an active learning block. The design of the training phase is 
elaborated with examples in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2. 
During the passive familiarization blocks, participants listened to the same 
sentence spoken by each of the five different voices one-by-one. When participants 
listened to the sentence from a certain talker, the talker’s name would be shown on the 
screen. Each sentence was spoken twice by each voice, so there were ten trials for each 
passive learning block (5 voices × 1 sentence × 2 repetitions). 
During the active practice blocks, participants listened to one of the voices saying 
the same sentence from the preceding familiarization block. All five talkers’ names were 




the button corresponding to the talker’s name. Feedback was provided after they made 
their choices. If participants answered incorrectly, the correct answer was indicated. 
During each of the active practice blocks, participants heard two repetitions of all five 
voices one-by-one in a randomized order. For each active learning block, there were also 
ten trails (5 voices × 1 sentence × 2 repetitions). 
In sum, participants completed five pairs of passive and active learning blocks. 
This whole training process resulted in 50 passive exposure trials (5 talkers × 5 sentences 
× 2 repetitions) and 50 active practice trials with feedback (5 talkers × 5 sentences × 2 
repetitions). The training phase took approximately 10–15 minutes. This paradigm design 
has been shown to demonstrate robust talker identity learning during one experimental 
session (e.g., Perrachione & Wong, 2007).  
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The testing phase (illustrated in Figure 2 with examples) consisted of ten 
sentences spoken by the same five talkers with the trained emotional tone of voice and 
the other untrained emotional tone of voice. In a similar fashion as the active practice, 
during the testing phase participants heard one of the five voices saying a sentence with 
either the trained or untrained emotional tone of voice. With talkers’ names showing on 
the screen, participants were asked to choose the identities corresponding to the voices 
they heard by pressing the corresponding button on a computer keyboard. Different from 
the active learning blocks, participants did not receive any corrective feedback during the 
test. The order of the sentences, voices, and emotions being presented was randomized. 
Based on the design, the test phase contained 100 trials (5 talkers × 10 sentences × 2 




























“The boy was 
there when 
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“A pot of tea 
helps to pass 
the evening.” 
“The boy was 
there when 
the sun rose.” 
Figure 2 Testing Phase 
Acoustic Measurements 
Six acoustic features (f0 mean and variation, jitter, HNR, speech rate, and vowel 
formant frequencies) were measured for each talker from each spoken sentence across 
three emotional states.  
 The mean and standard deviation (SD) of f0 were measured using Praat to track 




normalized by calculating the ratio of the SD to the corresponding mean. The coefficient 
was used to represent the variability of f0. Jitter and HNR were measured to address the 
difference in voice quality across emotional states. Jitter is an acoustic parameter that 
describes the cycle-to-cycle frequency variation (Teixeira et al., 2013). The values of 
jitter are related to talkers’ control of their vocal fold vibration. High values of jitter will 
suggest abnormal vocal quality like creaky voice (Karnell et al., 2007). A five-point 
period perturbation quotient algorithm was used to obtain the jitter in each spoken 
sentence. HNR is another vocal source feature, which is defined as the ratio between the 
periodic and aperiodic components of the voices. The values of HNR reflects the level of 
hoarseness of the speech sounds. Speech rate was measured as the number of syllables in 
the spoken sentence divided by the duration of that sentence. Each talker’s emotion-based 
acoustic features (i.e., f0 mean and variation, jitter, HNR, speech rate) were shown in 
Appendix I. 
To analyze the contribution of vocal tract acoustic characteristics to perceptual 
contrasts across different emotional states, the first two formant frequencies (F1, F2) 
were measured for each vowel. Finally, vocal tract length (VTL) was calculated using the 
fourth formant (F4) of schwa based on the formula 𝐹𝑛 =
(2𝑛−1)×𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
4𝐿
 (where n = 
number of formants; L = VTL) (Zsiga, 2013). When speakers produce schwas, their 
tongue tends to maintain a neutral position, so the differences of VTL can be more 
sensitive to reflect the emotional change. Also, using higher formants like F4 may be 





Acoustic measurements were analyzed in R v3.6.2 using linear mixed-effect 
models (LMEMs) implemented in the package lmerTest v3.1–3. The fixed effect was the 
emotional state. The model also included the random intercept and slope for talkers, as 
well as the random intercept for sentences (Barr et al., 2013). The significance of the 
factors was determined by Type-III analysis of variance (ANOVA). The post-hoc 
comparison was conducted to determine the direction and the source of the main effects 
by incorporating Satterthwaite’s method for approximating denominator degrees of 
freedom. We adopted a significance level of 0.05 for all the tests.   
The measured VTL was analyzed using one-way ANOVA. The within-group 
factor was the trained emotional states (i.e. angry, fearful, neutral). 
Accuracy in talker identification during the testing phase was calculated as the 
proportion of trials where voices were matched to their corresponding talkers correctly 
out of the total number of trials (200 trials). Accuracy data were analyzed using a 
generalized LMEM for binomial data implemented by the glmer function in the package 
lme4 v1.1.21. The focus of the analysis was to assess listeners’ accuracy in talker 
identification in the conditions where the emotional tone of voice was either trained or 
untrained. The fixed effect in this analysis was the familiarity of talkers’ emotional states 
(i.e., trained vs. untrained emotions). The random effects included the participants and 
sentences. The significance of the familiarity of talkers’ emotional states was determined 
by the likelihood ratio test by comparing the null model with the full model.  




difference of mean f0 contributed to listeners’ identification accuracy. The difference of 
mean f0 was defined as the difference between the mean f0 of each testing item and the 
mean f0 of the five trained sentences presented in the preceding training condition. The 
fixed effect was the difference of mean f0, and the random effect was the participants. 
The significance of the difference of mean f0 was determined by the likelihood ratio test 






Acoustic Analysis of Voices by Different Emotions 
As shown in Table 2, a type-III ANOVA on the LMEM revealed that there were 
main effects of emotion on f0 mean and variability, jitter, and speech rate, such that these 
acoustic correlates were distinctive in quantifying the emotional differences. There was 
no main effect of emotion on HNR. 
Acoustic Features F(2, 297) p-value 
f0 (Hz) 23.77 0.00026* 
f0 variability (SD/M) 25.99 0.00011 * 
Jitter. ppq5 (%) 5.90 0.023 * 
HNR (dB) 2.78 0.12 
Speech rate (syllable/second) 5.04 0.034 * 
* indicates the p value is statistically significant 
Table 2. Results of ANOVA Testing 
Summary data for each acoustic factor were listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 
3. A summary of the results of post-hoc pairwise testing was given in Table 4.  
Angry tone demonstrated the greatest value in f0 mean, followed by fearful and 
neutral tones. In terms of f0 variability, the angry tone also had the greatest value, 
followed by neutral and fearful tones. According to the results of post-hoc pairwise 
testing, f0 mean was significantly different between all emotions (all p values ≤ 0.05). f0 
variability was significantly different between the emotional contrasts between neutral 
and angry tones (t(9) = -3.94, p = <0.0001) as well as fearful and angry tones (t(9) =        
-6.83, p = <0.0001). Yet the f0 variability was not significantly correlated with the 
emotional difference between neutral and fearful tones (t(9) = 0.23, p = 0.82). For jitter 




neutral and angry tones. Post-hoc pairwise testing indicated the significant relationship 
between jitter and the emotional differences between neutral and angry tones (t(9) = 2.70, 
p = 0.024) as well as fearful and angry tones (t(9) = 2.96, p = 0.016). Jitter did not differ 
significantly between neutral and fearful tones (t(9) = -0.29, p = 0.78). There was a 
significant relationship between HNR and the emotional difference between fearful and 
angry tones (t(9) = 2.33, p = 0.044), while HNR was not significantly different between 
neutral and fearful tones (t(9) = -0.97, p = 0.36) nor between neutral and angry tones (t(9) 
= 1.94, p = 0.084). Furthermore, fearful tone showed the greatest value in speech rate, 
followed by angry and neutral tones. Speech rate was significantly different between 
neutral and fearful tones (t(9) = -2.98, p = 0.015) as well as fearful and angry tones (t(9) 
= 2.71, p = 0.024). There was no significant difference between the speech rate of neutral 
and angry tones (t(9) = -0.24, p = 0.81). 
 Emotion (mean  SD) 
Acoustic Features Angry Fearful Neutral 
f0 (Hz) 184.9  42.02 162.3  36.34 122.89  15.17 
f0 variability (SD/M) 0.22  0.05 0.15  0.06 0.16  0.06 
Jitter. ppq5 (%) 0.84  0.20 0.93  0.24 0.92  0.24 
HNR (dB) 10.28  1.90 11.15  1.58 10.90  1.55 
Speech rate (syllable/second) 3.85  0.62 4.33  0.78 3.81 0.58 










 Emotion (t(9) =, p = ) 
Acoustic Features N-F N-A F-A 
f0 (Hz) -5.11; <0.0001* 6.24; <0.0001* -2.27; 0.05* 
f0 variability (SD/M) 0.23; 0.82 -3.94; <0.0001* -6.83; <0.0001* 
Jitter. ppq5 (%) -0.29; 0.78 2.70; 0.024* 2.96; 0.016* 
HNR (dB) -0.97; 0. 36 1.94; 0.084 2.33; 0.044* 
Speech rate (syllable/second) -2.98; 0.015* -0.24; 0.81 2.71; 0.024* 
* indicates the p value is statistically significant 
Table 4. Results of Post-hoc Pairwise Testing 
 
The vowel spaces (shown in Figure 4) were generated based on the values of F1 
and F2 (listed in Table 5). Vowels produced in the angry tone showed a consistently 
higher F1 than the other tones. There was a main effect of emotion on F1 (F(2, 
297)=13.14, p < 0.0001). Taking the neutral tone as the baseline, the result of post-hoc 
pairwise testing demonstrated that F1 was significantly different between fearful and 
angry tones (t(9) = -4.46, p < 0.0001) as well as between neutral and angry tones (t(9) =   
-4.45, p < 0.0001). There was no significant difference between F1 of the fearful and 
neutral tones (t(9) = 0.048, p = 0.96). There was no significant correlation between F1 
and the Emotion × Vowel interactions (F(10, 849)= 0.91, p = 0.52), suggesting the effect 
of emotion on F1 was consistent across all vowels. However, there was no main effect of 
emotion on F2 (F(2, 297)= 0.61, p = 0.54), such that there was no significant difference 
of F2 across different emotional states. According to the result of the ANOVA test, there 
was no main effect of emotion on VTL (F(2, 26) = 0.30, p = 0.74). Therefore, there was 
no significant difference in VTL among the emotional states of angry, fearful, and 





Figure 4. Vowel Space 
 Vowels 
Emotion /ɑ/ /æ/ /e/ /i/ /U/ /o/ 
Angry 
F1 768  91 728  136 520  84 359  49 547  67 554  50 
F2 1232  146 1874  227 2233  259 2501  181 1163  169 1067  213 
Fearful 
F1 698  94 672  113 479  76 345  44 473  52 503  72 
F2 1233  179 1771  216 2184  245 2407  157 1269  199 1036  357 
Neutral 
F1  701  89 660  113 476  78 322  34 494  58 499  62 
F2 1232  154 1731  209 2156  266 2380  257 1258  199 1093  308 





Training Voices Angry Fearful Neutral 
A 14.64 14.78 14.64 
B 16.50 15.90 16.29 
C 15.84 15.59 16.00 
D 14.30 14.00 13.79 
E 17.12 17.14 16.76 
F 15.26 14.73 15.29 
G 16.01 14.72 15.94 
H 15.70 15.43 16.40 
I 15.13 15.10 15.34 
J 16.15 16.57 16.32 
Table 6. VTL (cm) Measured Based on the F4 of Schwa in the Three Emotion States 
 
Effect of Familiarity of Talkers’ Emotional States 
The descriptive accuracy data shown in Table 7 are the averaged accuracy across 
different emotional conditions. Figure 5 was generated based on the averaged accuracy 
data, showing the tendency of the mean accuracy. Overall, participants demonstrated 
accuracy rates above the chance level in all conditions. Under different emotional 
training conditions, consistently, the accuracy rates were higher when the tested emotions 
were trained than untrained.  
The main effect of the familiarity of talkers’ emotional states was demonstrated 
by the result of the likelihood ratio test between the LMEM and the null model in which 
only the random intercepts (i.e., subjects and sentences) were included (2(8) = 354.82, p 
< 0.0001). Consistent with the overall tendency across different emotional conditions, the 
averaged accuracy rates across different training voices (shown in Appendix II) followed 
the consistent pattern. The mean accuracy rates were higher when the tested emotions 
were trained than the untrained emotions regardless of the difference of training voices 




Trained Emotion Tested Emotion Accuracy (%) 
Angry Angry 62.5; 18.4 
Fearful 42.1; 11.3 
Neutral 39.2; 12.4 
Fearful Angry 50.8; 16.6 
Fearful 60.2; 19.1 
Neutral 45.9; 18.0 
Neutral Angry 37.1; 23.0 
Fearful 45.4; 24.2 
Neutral 60.2; 16.2 
Table 7. Results of Mean ( SD) Accuracy Rate 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Results of Mean Accuracy Rate.  Each subplot displays listeners’ responses 
under a certain training condition. The emotion being trained on is labeled at the top of 







Figure 5.2. Results of Mean Accuracy. The matrix shows the mean accuracies across all 
emotional conditions. 
 
Association between the Difference of Mean f0 and Accuracy 
The main effect of the difference of mean f0 was revealed by the result of the 
likelihood ratio test between the LMEM and the null model in which only the random 
intercept for participants was included (2(1) =177.65, p < 0.0001; as illustrated in Figure 
6), such that participants demonstrated a higher accuracy rate when the difference of 





Figure 6. Association between the Difference of Mean f0 and Accuracy. Each point 







The purpose of the study was to investigate how variations in emotional states 
will affect listeners’ talker identification ability. The acoustic analysis was conducted to 
investigate the acoustic factors contributing to listeners’ identification of voice identity, 
as they learned five voices in a certain emotion and were tested in the trained and the 
other untrained emotions.  
Consistent with the previous findings of the acoustic and perceptual correlates of 
vocal expression of emotional states, variations in acoustic features related to the vocal 
source and filter demonstrated reliable contrasts among angry, fearful, and neutral 
emotions. In particular, f0 mean was observed to be systematically related to emotional 
contrasts, ascertaining the significance of f0 (pitch) as a primary acoustic cue revealing 
different emotional states. Relating the acoustic characteristics to the physiological 
mechanism underlying vocal expression of emotional states, our observation of the 
increased values in f0 mean and variation during angry and fearful tones indicated that 
speakers may modulate their vocal source behaviors to express different emotional states. 
They might also vary their vocal folds length more frequently while expressing the angry 
emotion. Voice quality features (i.e. jitter and HNR) consistently demonstrated 
significant differences between angry and fearful tones, which also suggested the 
significance of variation in vocal source behaviors in eliciting emotional differences. 
Besides, as reflected by the significant variation in speech rate across emotions, 
increasing the speaking rate may be a viable way to express different emotional states. 




demonstrated increased F1 in the angry tone. The value of F1 has been considered to 
reflect the length of the pharyngeal cavity, and a higher value of F1 tends to indicate a 
reduced length of the pharyngeal cavity. Although there was no significant difference in 
VTL across emotional states, talkers showed a tendency to shorten the length of their 
pharyngeal cavities to express the angry tone of voice. This was also consistent with the 
observation of the increased mean f0 in the angry tone. The reduced length of the 
pharyngeal cavity would often be achieved by the elevation of the larynx, which would 
increase the tension of the vocal folds, leading to an increased value of the f0 (Zsiga, 
2013).  
The significant improvement in talker identification in the emotional states being 
explicitly trained was consistent with the prediction that early experience with the voices, 
even a short period of exposure to a certain emotional tone of voice, could support the 
formation of underlying representations of voice identity. Given the brief exposure to the 
voices in a certain emotional tone of voice, listeners learned the talkers’ vocal repertoires 
in a single context, which allowed them to generalize the voice-identity knowledge at a 
certain level. Lack of varied experience with the talkers’ vocal repertoire, listeners may 
get confused about the correspondence between the voices and talkers, especially when 
the voices are more dissimilar due to variable emotional states. Thus, more mistakes were 
observed when they were given an unfamiliar emotional tone of voice. 
Using a perceptual scaling task, Latinus and Belin (2011) have proposed a two-
dimensional perceptual space of voice identity in which pitch and formant frequency 




their findings of the contribution of the vocal source feature (f0) by introducing the 
difference of mean f0 as a viable parameter to quantify the invariant features in the vocal 
signals. To explain how listeners form their representations of voice identity, researchers 
have proposed a prototype-based model. This model hypothesized that listeners tend to 
form their perceptual constancy of voices by comparing the incoming acoustic signal 
with their stored reference patterns and storing the new pattern as a deviant feature to the 
prototype voice (Latinus & Belin, 2011). Acoustic-perceptual evidence from the present 
study supports the prototype-based coding of voice identity. As reflected by the values of 
the difference of mean f0, the angry tone was more distinctive from the neutral tone as 
compared with the difference between neutral and fearful tones. The observed differences 
between the emotion pairs of angry-neutral and fear-neutral can also be supported based 
on the evidence of the vocal tract characteristics. As shown in Figure 4, the vowel space 
corresponding to the angry tone was more deviant from the vowel spaces of the neutral 
and fearful tones. Consistently, listeners’ generalization accuracy was higher when they 
were trained in a neutral tone and tested in a fearful tone (45.4%) than trained in a neutral 
tone and tested in an angry tone (37.1%). Given that the difference between angry-fearful 
was smaller than angry-neutral, listeners’ generalized accuracy was higher when they 
were trained in an angry tone and tested in a fearful tone (42.1%) than trained in an angry 
tone and tested in a neutral tone (39.2%). Yet similar generalization patterns did not show 
when they were trained in the fearful tone. The fearful voice may be more confusing than 
the other emotional voices, so it is harder to generalize. To sum up, the voices in the 




either in trained or untrained emotion, would be processed and coded as deviant voices 
from the stored reference patterns. Because of the variation in emotional states, those 
voices in the untrained emotional state tended to be more deviant from the prototype 
voices and were more confusing to the listeners. 
Although listeners demonstrated reduced accuracy when there was variation in 
emotional states in the acoustic signals, our result tended to suggest a supportive nature 
of within-talker variability during the process of forming constant perceptual 
representations of voice identity. Converging evidence from behavioral and neural 
studies has suggested an integrated pathway of processing multiple vocal information 
including speech content, talker’s identity, and emotional state (e.g., Perrachione et al., 
2011; Perrachione & Wong, 2007). Therefore, the commonly observed advantage in 
talker identification resulted from language experience may be generalized to other non-
linguistic or indexical information such as emotional states.  
In conclusion, f0 was observed as one of the key acoustic correlates of vocal 
expressions of different emotional states. In particular, it was the only acoustic correlate 
demonstrating the contrasts between different pairs of emotional states in all conditions. 
Other acoustic correlates including jitter, speech rate, and formant frequency were shown 
as main effects to reflect the acoustic-perceptual correlations in some emotional contrasts. 
Our accuracy data revealed that listeners’ ability in talker identification would be 
negatively affected given acoustic variations in emotional states. Besides, we observed a 
significant relationship between listeners’ accuracy and the difference of mean f0, 




Limitations and Future Directions 
Ecological validity is one of the limitations of this study. The emotional tones in 
our auditory stimuli were elicited based on acted emotions. Our speakers were drama 
major students. Since they were given instructions to read the sentences conveying the 
specific emotional states, their vocal expression of the emotional states may be 
homogeneous. These highly controlled auditory stimuli may be hard to fully represent the 
within-talker variability of the emotional tone of voice in real-life situations. Also, the 
spoken sentences were selected from the list of the Harvard sentences. Since they are 
emotionally neutral, our auditory stimuli in angry and fearful tones may sound unnatural 
to the listeners. The incongruency between the emotional state and speech content might 
also affect listeners’ voice processing. Our passive and active familiarization part as well 
as the forced-choice test are different from people’s real-life experience in voice learning. 
Therefore, whether the findings from this lab-based experiment will be able to generalize 
to natural speaking situations needs to be further investigated using other experimental 
methods to highlight listeners’ online processing of different emotional tone of voice 
across contexts that arise in every-day life. 
Future research might use a computational approach to explore how listeners cope 
with within-talker variability. Based on our current knowledge of the acoustic evidence 
showing the perceptual representations of voice identity, it might be feasible to model 
listeners’ responses using machine learning methods. Investigating the computational 
representations of voices may inspire us to investigate what kind of within-talker 




Our results may also be suggestive for future research to include both familiar and 
unfamiliar talkers, investigating whether listeners cope with their within-talker 
variabilities differently. Clinical populations who have difficulties perceiving emotional 
states may further our understanding of the mechanism of voice-identity perception. For 
instance, individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) have been observed with 
difficulty perceiving prosodic cues due to their atypicality in auditory processing (Wang 
et al., 2006). Given the significance of prosody in vocal expression of emotional states, 
how do they process emotional states differently from neurotypical listeners? Do they 
rely on the same acoustic cues? Answers to these research questions may also generate 
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